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We consider gravitational collapse for the axially symmetric Einstein-Vlasov system. We investigate the
weak cosmic censorship conjecture in the case of highly prolate initial data and we investigate the “only if”
part of the Hoop conjecture. Shapiro and Teukolsky initiated a similar study in 1991 [Formation of Naked
Singularities: The Violation of Cosmic Censorship, Phys. Rev. Lett. 66, 994 (1991)] where they found
support that the weak cosmic censorship conjecture was violated for sufficiently prolate spheroidal initial
data. More recently, independent studies of this problem have been carried out by Yoo et al. [3D simulation
of spindle gravitational collapse of a collisionless particle system, Classical Quantum Gravity 34, 105010
(2017)] and by East [Cosmic Censorship Upheld in Spheroidal Collapse of Collisionless Matter, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 122, 231103 (2019)]. A common feature in these works is that the initial data are dustlike. Dust can be
considered as a singular case of matter described by the Einstein-Vlasov system. The original motivation
by Shapiro and Teukolsky to study this problem is based on the Lin-Mestel-Shu instability for gravitational
collapse of uniform spheroids in the case of dust in Newtonian gravity. We argue that the Lin-Mestel-Shu
solution is not relevant for studying the weak cosmic censorship conjecture of the Einstein-Vlasov system
and we argue that dustlike initial data is also not relevant. To investigate collapse of highly prolate
spheroidal configurations for the Einstein-Vlasov system is nevertheless interesting in view of the Hoop
conjecture. By choosing highly prolate initial data the weak cosmic censorship conjecture is seriously
tested. We carry out such a study for initial data which are not dustlike. We find formation of an apparent
horizon in all cases we consider, which provides support for the weak cosmic censorship conjecture. In our
tests of the Hoop conjecture we compute the polar circumference CH;p at the time when the apparent
horizon forms and find that it is less than 12% above 4πM, whereM is the irreducible mass of the apparent
horizon, which agrees with the spirit of the Hoop conjecture.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.108.064054

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1991 Shapiro and Teukolsky [1] considered the
axially symmetric Einstein-Vlasov system and studied

gravitational collapse of prolate spheroidal configurations.
They found numerical support that the weak cosmic censor-
ship conjecture was violated in the case of highly prolate
spheroidal configurations. The motivation for posing such
data is related to the Hoop conjecture which states that an
imploding object forms a black hole when, and only when, a
circular hoop with a specific critical circumference could be
placed around the object and rotated about its diameter.
Hence, according to the Hoop conjecture, if a sufficiently
elongated body undergoes collapse then no apparent
horizon will form and a naked singularity will result. This
was studied analytically by Thorne in the case of cylindrical
symmetry [2], i.e., when the body has infinite extent.
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Criticism about the work [1] was raised by Rendall [3]
since Shapiro and Teukolsky do not consider the (regular)
Einstein-Vlasov system but rather the Einstein-dust system.
The relation between dust and Vlasov matter can be
explained as follows, cf. [3]. The unknown in the
Vlasov equation is the phase space density function f.
The Vlasov equation is linear in f and distributional
solutions therefore make sense. One class of distributional
solutions is given by

fðxγ; paÞ ¼ −u0jgj−1=2ρðxγÞδðpa − uaÞ;

where ρ ≥ 0 and uaðxγÞ is a mapping from spacetime into
the mass shell and u0 is given by ua from the mass shell
relation. Solutions of the Einstein-Vlasov system where the
phase space density f has this form are in one-to-one
correspondence with dust solutions of the Einstein equa-
tions with density ρ and four-velocity uα. Dust may thus be
considered as a singular case of matter described by the
Vlasov equation. This fact is of fundamental importance
when singularity formation is investigated for the Einstein-
dust system and the Einstein-Vlasov system respectively, as
will be discussed in detail in Sec. II.
More recently, the problem considered by Shapiro and

Teukolsky in [1] has been reconsidered in two independent
works; in 2017 by Yoo et al. [4] and in 2019 by East [5].
Despite the criticism raised by Rendall [3], these studies
again consider dustlike initial data as is done in [1]. (The
terminology dustlike will be specified below.) Of course, by
reconsidering the study [1] it is natural to pose the same
type of initial data but by neglecting a discussion about
the relation between dust and Vlasov matter these studies
give a misleading picture of gravitational collapse for the
(regular) Einstein-Vlasov system. Indeed, the original
motivation by Shapiro and Teukolsky for studying gravi-
tational collapse of highly prolate spheroidal initial data is
related to the Lin-Mestel-Shu instability [6]. This instability
occurs when prolate spheroids of dust undergo gravita-
tional collapse in Newtonian gravity. In Sec. II the relation
between dust and Vlasov matter in Newtonian gravity is
discussed in detail and we then argue in Sec. III that the
Lin-Mestel-Shu instability is not relevant as a starting point
for studying gravitational collapse of the Einstein-Vlasov
system. The relation between these matter models in the
framework of general relativity is outlined in Secs. III
and IV. In particular we discuss the phenomenon of critical
collapse. This is a distinguishing feature between these
matter models; critical collapse only occurs for Vlasov
matter. This crucial difference makes the study of gravi-
tational collapse for these two matter models fundamentally
different. In the present work we investigate collapse of
highly prolate configurations as in [1,4,5] but for the
(regular) Einstein-Vlasov system. In view of the Hoop
conjecture this choice of initial data constitutes a serious
test of the weak cosmic censorship conjecture. We find no

sign of singularity formation before an apparent horizon
forms which provides strong support for weak cosmic
censorship. By the time the apparent horizon forms the
matter configuration has changed drastically and the initial
highly prolate shape is “washed out.” We also investigate
the geometry of the apparent horizon and we find that it is
mildly prolate, i.e., the polar circumference is about 15%
larger than the equatorial circumference. We then inves-
tigate the Hoop conjecture, or more precisely the “only if”
part of the conjecture, cf. Sec. V. We choose to interpret the
conjecture in terms of the geometry of the apparent horizon,
cf. the discussion in Sec. V. A similar interpretation is made
in [5]. We find that

CH;p

4πMH
< 1.12 and

CH;e

4πMH
< 1;

at the time when the horizon forms. Here CH;p and CH;e are
the polar and equatorial circumference respectively andMH
is the horizon mass. This is in line with the spirit of the
Hoop conjecture.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II the relation

between dust and Vlasov matter is discussed in Newtonian
gravity where rigorous results are available. In Sec. III the
relation between these matter models is discussed in the
relativistic setting, and in Sec. IVwe turn to the phenomenon
of critical collapse. This phenomenon only occurs for Vlasov
matter and not for dust. We discuss our interpretation of the
“only if” part of the Hoop conjecture in Sec. Vwherewe also
give the details of the geometric quantities involved. The
Einstein-Vlasov system and the numericalmethod are briefly
discussed in Sec. VI. The type of initial data we investigate
in our simulations is described in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII we
finally discuss the numerical results of our investigation. A
test of the numerical accuracy of our code is presented in the
Appendix.

II. THE RELATION BETWEEN DUST AND
VLASOV MATTER IN NEWTONIAN GRAVITY

It is useful to compare dust and Vlasov matter first in the
case of Newtonian gravity, since there are a number of
rigorous results available. In Newtonian gravity a com-
parison between dust and Vlasov matter means a compari-
son between solutions of the pressureless Euler-Poisson
system and solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson system.
Rein and Taegert [7] have investigated the relation

between these systems. Let us summarize their result.
The pressureless Euler-Poisson system reads

∂tρþ∇ · ðρuÞ ¼ 0;

∂tuþ ðu · ∂xÞu ¼ −∂xUðt; xÞ;
ΔU ¼ 4πρ; lim

jxj→∞
Uðt; xÞ ¼ 0;

and the Vlasov-Possion system reads
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∂tf þ v · ∂xf − ∂xU · ∂vf ¼ 0;

ΔU ¼ 4πρ; lim
jxj→∞

Uðt; xÞ ¼ 0;

ρðt; xÞ ¼
Z

fðt; x; vÞdv:

Here u is the velocity field, ρ the density, U the potential,
and f is the density function on phase space. Let

ρðt; xÞ ≔ 3

4π

1

r3ðtÞ 1BrðtÞð0Þ; t ≥ 0; x∈R3; ð1Þ

where rðtÞ solves

̈r ¼ −
1

r2
; rð0Þ ¼ 1; ṙð0Þ ¼ 0;

and where Brð0Þ denotes the ball centered at the origin of
radius r. Also, let

uðt; xÞ ¼ ṙðtÞ
rðtÞ x;

then ðρ; u; UÞ is a solution of the Euler-Poisson system
above (where U is determined via the Poisson equation).
This solution describes a ball of dust, initially at rest, which
collapses under its own gravitational field to a point in finite
time since it can be shown that limt→T rðtÞ ¼ 0 for some
T > 0. In fact, the initial density, which above has
amplitude 3=ð4πÞ so that the total mass is one, can be
chosen to have an arbitrarily small amplitude without
changing the conclusion; it only affects the collapse time
T which will be larger with a smaller amplitude. If we swap
matter model from dust to Vlasov, then the global existence
result for the Vlasov-Poisson system [8,9] guarantees that
no singularity will form. The global existence result says
nothing about the behavior of the solutions, only that they
will not break down. In the work by Rein and Taegert the
following result is shown.
Theorem 1 ([7]) For any constants C1; C2 > 0 there

exists a smooth, spherically symmetric solution f of the
Vlasov-Poisson system such that initially

kρð0Þk∞ < C1;

but at some time t� > 0

kρðt�Þk∞ > C2:

Hence an arbitrarily small initial density can be pre-
scribed such that at some time t� the density becomes
arbitrarily large in the evolution. Such a solution thus
approximates the behavior of the solution of the Euler-
Poisson system with the important difference that only the
latter forms a singularity.

A simple picture to understand why dust solutions form
singularities whereas Vlasov solutions do not is as follows.
In the case of dust let us think of particles uniformly placed
on a sphere at rest at time zero and then evolved by the
induced self-gravity. The particles reach the center at the
same time causing the density to become unbounded and
the solution thus blows up. Corresponding initial data for
Vlasov matter mean that the particles are not perfectly at
rest initially, there is some dispersion in phase space. Hence
they will not reach the center exactly at the same time.
Although the density becomes large the solution does not
blow up which is ensured by the global existence results
mentioned above.
It is instructive to specify in mathematical terms the

relation between the initial data ρ
∘
of the Euler-Poisson

system and the initial data f
∘
of the Vlasov-Poisson system

in the situation where the aim is that the solutions of the
latter system should approximate solutions of the former
system. The initial data are related as follows:

f
∘
ðx; vÞ ¼ hϵðvÞρ∘ðxÞ; ð2Þ

where hϵ tends to the Dirac delta function as ϵ → 0. In the
example above, the initial data (1) for the Euler-Poisson

system is chosen such that ρ
∘ðxÞ ¼ c1½0;1�ðjxjÞ with

c ¼ 3=ð4πÞ. For such a choice, the initial data for the
Vlasov-Poisson system takes the form1

f
∘
ðx; vÞ ¼ chϵðvÞ1½0;1�ðjxjÞ: ð3Þ

Hence, for a uniform density there are two constants

involved to describe the initial data f
∘
; ϵ and c. The

parameter ϵ determines how closely the solution to
the Vlasov-Poisson system approximates solutions of the
Euler-Poisson system and c determines the amplitude of
the macroscopic density ρ. Note that for a given value of c

the amplitude of the phase space density f
∘
tends to infinity

when ϵ → 0, i.e. the amplitude of the macroscopic density

ρ
∘
and of the phase space density f

∘
can be very different.

This is an important observation for the discussion in the
following sections.

III. THE RELATION BETWEEN DUST AND
VLASOV MATTER IN GENERAL RELATIVITY

The discussion above concerned singularities in the
Newtonian situation. In the general relativistic framework

1In order to guarantee local existence of solutions to the
Vlasov-Poisson system the initial data (3) should in fact be
continuously differentiable. It is thus natural to choose a mollified
version of the data (3) for the Vlasov-Poisson system, cf. [7]. For
the present discussion this technicality is however not essential.
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singularities form for both the Einstein-Vlasov system and
the Einstein-dust system [10–12] but there is a fundamental
difference also in this case. Namely, an initial spherically
symmetric uniform density ρ

∘ðxÞ ¼ c1½0;1�ðjxjÞ for the
Einstein-dust system will evolve and form a black hole
independently of the size of c. The time until the black hole
forms depends on c but a black hole forms for any c > 0.
For the Einstein-Vlasov system on the other hand, if the

initial amplitude of the phase space density f
∘
is sufficiently

small, then global existence holds, the spacetime is geo-
desically complete and no black holes form, cf. [13] for the
spherically symmetric case and [14,15] for the general case.
In this case the fields are weak, the relativistic effects are
small and the solutions are close to solutions of the Vlasov-
Poisson system, cf. [16] where the Newtonian limit of
solutions to the Einstein-Vlasov system is studied.
The discussion above is essential for the present topic

about collapse of prolate spheroidal configurations. As
mentioned in the introduction, the original motivation of
Shapiro and Teukolsky for considering this topic is related
to the Lin-Mestel-Shu instability [6] for collapse of prolate
and oblate spheroidal configurations of dust in Newtonian
gravity. Let us focus on the prolate case in this discussion. It
is shown in [6] that a prolate spheroid of dust collapses to
a spindle so that the density becomes unbounded similarly
to the situation when a uniform ball of dust collapses to a
point. From the global existence results for the Vlasov-
Poisson system we can again conclude that the scenario is
different in the case of Vlasov matter; the density will
become large but it will stay bounded. Now, the initial
data that Shapiro and Teukolsky considered [1] and which
in the evolution indicated violation of the weak cosmic
censorship conjecture, is inspired by the initial data for the
Lin-Mestel-Shu instability in the prolate case. Such initial
data can be described by the parameters a, b, and M,
where a is the equatorial radius, b is the semimajor axis
and M is the mass. Shapiro and Teukolsky consider a
family of initial data where a < b, with fixed eccentricity
e ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − a2=b2

p
¼ 0.9, and with varying ratio b=M. The

ratio b=M determines how compact the configuration is.
The relativistic effects are stronger in the case of a
compact body with a small ratio b=M, whereas a body
with a large ratio is close to being Newtonian. Shapiro and
Teukolsky consider two cases for this ratio: b=M ¼ 2 and
b=M ¼ 10. In the former case, which describes a compact
configuration, they find formation of a trapped surface and
collapse to a black hole. It is the latter case which indicates
violation of cosmic censorship in [1]. However, in this
case the ratio b=M is large which means that spacetime
resembles the Newtonian case. Hence, if one chooses
dustlike initial data in the sense that hϵ is replaced by the
Dirac delta function in (2), then the solution will be close
to the dust solution in the Newtonian case. This solution is
the Lin-Mestel-Shu solution which develops a singularity.
Shapiro and Teukolsky do choose dustlike initial data and

find that their solutions resemble the Lin-Mestel-Shu
solutions which is thus not surprising. Since the situation
is very different for Vlasov matter, in the sense that
solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson system do not form
singularities, it is highly unlikely that solutions of the
Einstein-Vlasov system in the Newtonian regime will
develop singularities.
Remark 1 We use the terminology dustlike when we

refer to the initial data, and to the solutions, in [1,4,5]. The

reason is that the initial data for the phase space density f
∘
is

not explicitly given so it is difficult to know the exact form
of the initial data. The authors write that initially the
particles are at rest and have no angular momentum which
indicate that they take ϵ ¼ 0 in (3). (To clarify we point out
that in the context of the particle in cell method this simply
means that the initial momenta are taken to be zero. The
amplitude of the phase space density is however finite and
not infinite as for a Dirac distribution. This follows since
the size of the phase space cells are determined by the
number of particles which is finite so the cell size is strictly
positive.) Moreover, in ([5], p. 5) the author writes that the
density blows up due to shell crossing. For the (regular)
Einstein-Vlasov system shell crossing cannot occur,
cf. [17,18]. However, even if ϵ ¼ 0 the numerical errors
will induce some dispersion in the momentum variables in
the evolution so that the solutions do not exactly describe
dust. Hence, by the notion dustlike we have in mind initial
data that describe dust but where the solutions for t > 0
may somewhat resemble regular solutions of the Einstein-
Vlasov system although they will be very close to the
corresponding dust solutions.
A natural question to ask is what the expected behavior

of solutions of the (regular) Einstein-Vlasov system is
when the ratio b=M is large. Let us fix ϵ > 0 in (2) and let
us fix a and b, with say eccentricity e ¼ 0.9, although this
is not essential for the following discussion. In order to
investigate the evolution of initial data with a large ratio
b=M we should choose M small. For simplicity we may

think of an amplitude c in front of a given ρ
∘
, as in (3), which

we then choose small to ensure thatM is small. In the limit
M → 0 we have c → 0 which implies that the amplitude of

f
∘
goes to zero since ϵ is fixed. Now, for a sufficiently small

amplitude of f
∘
, the global existence results for the Einstein-

Vlasov system [14,15] can be applied which results in a
geodesically complete spacetime, i.e., no singularities
develop whatsoever. Hence, the relevance of the original
motivation by Shapiro and Teukolsky for investigating the
weak cosmic censorship conjecture for the Einstein-Vlasov
system is highly questionable; the regime they investigate
to find evidence of violation of cosmic censorship is the
Newtonian regime and the solutions they consider are
dustlike. In view of the discussion above it is very unlikely
that there will be any violation of cosmic censorship in this
regime.
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IV. CRITICAL COLLAPSE OF
PROLATE INITIAL DATA

The discussion above leads naturally to the topic of
critical collapse. In studies of critical collapse, initial data of
the form AΨ is studied where A > 0 is a positive constant
and Ψ is a given function. If critical collapse occurs there is
a critical number A� such that if A < A�, then the evolved
solution is regular (disperses, oscillates or is a steady state)
whereas if A > A�, then the solution undergoes gravita-
tional collapse which results in black hole formation if the
weak cosmic censorship conjecture holds true. We refer to
these two situations as the subcritical case and the super-
critical case respectively. It follows from the discussion
above that critical collapse does not occur for the Einstein-
dust system since by taking initial data as

ρ
∘ ¼ A1½0;1�ðjxjÞ; ð4Þ

black holes form in the evolution for any A > 0, cf. [19].
Hence there is no critical amplitude A� and hence no critical
collapse. For the Einstein-Vlasov system on the other hand,
it is well known that critical collapse occurs, cf. [20,21]
in the spherically symmetric case and [22] in the axially
symmetric case. This again shows that there are funda-
mental differences between dust and Vlasov matter
although dust can be approximated arbitrarily well with
Vlasov matter, cf. [7,23].
In the present work we investigate gravitational collapse

of highly prolate initial configurations for the (regular)
Einstein-Vlasov system. In particular we investigate the
weak cosmic censorship conjecture. We find such a study
motivated since it is in general an open question whether
or not weak cosmic censorship holds true for this system.
Serious attempts to find initial data leading to naked
singularities have been made in the spherically symmetric
case, cf. [24], but so far without success. In [22] gravita-
tional collapse (and in particular critical collapse) was
investigated for some classes of axially symmetric initial
data. The data considered were toroidal and the particles
were far from the axis of symmetry initially. One reason for
such a choice was due to numerical difficulties related to
the axis. For the present work, certain difficulties related to
the axis have been resolved, as discussed in Sec. VI.
Another reason the case of highly prolate initial data is
of interest for investigating the weak cosmic censorship
conjecture is due to the Hoop conjecture, cf. [2], which
states that an imploding object forms a black hole when,
and only when, a circular hoop with a specific critical
circumference could be placed around the object and
rotated about its diameter. Hence, highly relativistic prolate
initial configurations challenge the weak cosmic censorship
conjecture; if the Hoop conjecture and the weak cosmic
censorship conjecture hold true then the matter configura-
tion has to change shape drastically before collapsing. This
is indeed what we find in our simulations, cf. Sec. VIII.

The form of the initial data we study is given in detail in
Sec. VII but let us make some remarks. Roughly, we fix
ϵ > 0 in (2), which means that our initial data are not
dustlike. A consequence of this is that if we consider initial
data in a (sufficiently) Newtonian regime then the solutions
disperse and no gravitational collapse occurs. It is only in
the case of dust that solutions in a Newtonian regime will
undergo gravitational collapse as is the case in [1,4,5]. The
initial data considered in [1,4,5] become more Newtonian
the larger the ratio of b=M is. The largest value in [1,4] is 10
whereas it is 20 in [5]. Since our aim is to investigate the
weak cosmic censorship conjecture we consider supercriti-
cal initial data to ensure that collapse occurs. For the choice
of ϵ we make (or in other words the level of dispersion we
impose), an initial datum with b=M ≥ 10 is subcritical and
is not considered here. (Note that if we take ϵ ¼ 0 as in
[1,4,5] so that all particles initially are at rest, then initial
data with b=M ¼ 10 is supercritical.) We could include
subcritical data but due to the highly prolate initial
configurations our numerical domain is rather limited in
the radial direction (in cylindrical coordinates) and since
subcritical solutions typically disperse the particles leave
the numerical domain quickly and the simulations become
fruitless.

V. THE HOOP CONJECTURE AND THE
DYNAMICS OF APPARENT HORIZONS

The Hoop conjecture was formulated 1972 by Kip
Thorne in [2]:

Horizons form when and only when a mass M
gets compacted into a region whose circumfer-
ence in EVERY direction is C ≤ 4πGM=c2. (Like
most conjectures, this one is sufficiently vague to
leave room for many different mathematical
[formulations]!)2

This conjecture has been investigated both analytically
and numerically in many works since then. Senovilla [25]
has also proposed a reformulation of the conjecture. We
refer to this work and also to [26], and the references
therein, for an overview of previous studies of the
conjecture.
In this work we will only be concerned with the “only if”

part of the conjecture due to its relation to the weak cosmic
censorship conjecture but let us mention that the “if” part
has been studied in [27] where numerical support for the
conjecture was found.
The “only if” part of the Hoop conjecture reads: If a

horizon forms then the mass M is compacted into a region
whose circumference C in every direction is C ≤ 4πM.

2We have corrected “formations” in the original text to
“formulations.”
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One can ask the question at which instant of time this
inequality should be satisfied. Does it refer to the initial
data? Clearly, it does not refer to the initial data since there
are known examples that apparent horizons form in the
evolution of initial data which do not satisfy this inequality,
cf. [12,19]. How should one interpret the circumference of
a body? For Vlasov matter, even if the data is chosen in
such a way that there is a clear cut boundary initially it may
not be so later on in the evolution. A typical situation is that
there is a core of the matter which is surrounded by a thin
atmosphere. This is what happens in the simulations in this
work. A fraction of the particles are ejected outwards and
form a thin atmosphere surrounding the core of the matter
which eventually collapses to a black hole. This atmos-
phere can extend far out. Hence, it is also not clear what
the mass M refers to if one cannot naturally define the
boundary of the body.
In this work we have chosen the following interpretation

of the “only if” part of the conjecture. Assume that there is
no apparent horizon initially and that an apparent horizon
forms at t ¼ tH > 0. The circumference C in the conjecture
is then the polar and the equatorial circumference of the
apparent horizon, which we denote by CH;e and CH;p

respectively. For the mass M we choose the horizon mass
MH which we define to be the irreducible mass Mirr of the
apparent horizon. Note that for a stationary black hole the
irreducible mass Mirr equals the mass of the black hole
when the total angular momentum vanishes. The horizon
mass is given by MH ≔ Mirr ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
AH=16π

p
, where AH is

the area of the apparent horizon. A similar interpretation of
the “only if” part of the Hoop conjecture is used by East [5].
Using this interpretation we can now specify in precise

terms how we compute the geometric quantities. As
described in [22], an apparent horizon finder is imple-
mented in the code. Recall that an apparent horizon is the
outermost two-surface in a spatial slice whose outgoing
null expansion vanishes. Such a surface is a curve in
cylindrical coordinates ðr; zÞ since one dimension is sup-
pressed. We parametrize this curve by the spherical polar
angle θ as

r ¼ RðθÞ sin θ; z ¼ RðθÞ cos θ; ð5Þ

where R is the spherical polar radius. In view of the form of
the spatial metric, ([22], p. 5), the mathematical expressions
for the polar and equatorial circumferences read

CH;p ¼ 4

Z
π=2

0

ψ2ers
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 þ ðR0Þ2

q
dθ;

CH;e ¼ 2πðψ2ersrÞθ¼π=2:

Here R0 denotes the derivativewith respect to θ, and ψ and s
are metric fields. We also need an expression for AH in
order to compute the irreducible mass. This is given by

AH ¼ 2π

Z
π

0

ψ4ers
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 þ ðR0Þ2

q
R sin θ dθ:

From this formula we get the horizon mass MH as
described above.
The quantities CH;p; CH;e, and MH that enter in the

formulation of the conjecture depend on the time t where
t ≥ tH. We stop our simulations shortly after an apparent
horizon has formed since we then experience increasing
violations of the constraints and of the mass conservation.
Hence, in Sec. VIII where we present the results of our
simulations, we compute the quantities

κp ≔
CH;p

4πMH
and κe ≔

CH;e

4πMH
; ð6Þ

only during a short time after the apparent horizon has
formed. For the prolate data that we consider we find that
κp < 1.12 and that κe < 0.9 at t ¼ tH. These bounds persist
on the small time interval we consider after the formation
of a horizon. Hence our results are in line with the spirit of
the Hoop conjecture and they are also in line with the
results in [5].

VI. THE EINSTEIN-VLASOV SYSTEM
AND THE NUMERICAL METHOD

The formulation of the Einstein-Vlasov system that we
use is given in Sec. II of [22] and we refer to this work
for the details of the system of equations. The numerical
method that the simulations rely on is based on the particle
in cell (PIC) method which is described in Sec. III of [22],
see also [28]. To a large extent we use the same code in the
present investigation as in [22] but with an essential
modification. In [22] the initial data were chosen such that
particles initially were far from the axis of symmetry since
numerical difficulties arise close to the axis due to the
coordinate singularity of the cylindrical coordinates. There
are two numerical difficulties related to the axis. One is the
problem how to propagate particles when they are close to
the axis. The cylindrical radius r of their position is then
small and it is necessary that r remains nonnegative also
after the particles have been propagated. The second
problem is that some terms in the equations contain
singular factors of 1=r, cf. Eqs. (53) and (54) in [22]. In
the present work we have modified the code to treat the first
of these difficulties in a more efficient way compared to the
method used in [22] (outlined in Sec. III.2.5 of [22]). The
modification is that Cartesian coordinates are used to
propagate the particles, i.e. we use cylindrical coordinates
as in [22] everywhere in the code except for the part where
the particles are evolved. More precisely, when the code
reaches the point where the particles are going to be
propagated, we transform to Cartesian coordinates and
evolve the particles for one time step, and then transform
back to cylindrical coordinates. In this way the axis of
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symmetry causes no numerical problems for the particle
propagation and the loss in the speed of computation, due
to the increase of the dimension by using Cartesian
coordinates instead of cylindrical coordinates, is reduced
to a minimum. Presently we have only been able to
implement this strategy in the case of vanishing total
angular momentum. This is related to the fact that we
need the metric components in order to implement the
approach where we use Cartesian coordinates. However, in
the case of nonvanishing angular momentum certain
components of the metric do not appear directly in our
ð2þ 1Þ þ 1 formalism, but only in form of a twist vector,
which contains certain combinations of first derivatives of
those metric components, cf. [22]. Hence we have restricted
the study to such initial data but point out that the same
restriction is present in [1,4,5]. For future investigations it
would be valuable to implement this strategy also in the

general case. Let us here mention that the work [29]
extended the study [1] to also include rotating spacetimes.

VII. THE INITIAL DATA

We investigate a family of highly prolate initial data
which is sufficiently compact to collapse and we track the
formation of an apparent horizon. The details of the initial
data that we use in the simulations are given below. For the
notation we refer to [22] except that we use a slightly
different choice of momentum variables. Namely, the
momentum variable v3 in [22] is replaced by the variable
w ≔ rv3 so that f ¼ fðt; r; z; v1; v2; wÞ. In fact, the density
function that we evolve is the rescaled density function
f̂ ¼ ψ8e2rsf, cf. Appendix A.1 in [22]. We anyhow denote

the initial data for f̂ by f
∘
. The family of initial data used in

the simulations is given by

f
∘
ðr; z; v1; v2;wÞ ¼ Aððrmax − rÞþðr− rminÞþðzmax − zÞþðz− zminÞþÞ2ððvmax

1 − v1Þþðv1 − vmin
1 Þþðvmax

2 − v2Þþðv2 − vmin
2 ÞþÞ2

× ððwmax −wÞþðw−wminÞþÞ2; ð7Þ

where ðxÞþ ¼ x if x ≥ 0 and ðxÞþ ¼ 0 if x < 0.
The parameter values rmin;rmax;zmin;zmax;vmin

1 ;vmax
1 ;vmin

2 ;

vmax
2 ;wmin, and wmax determine the support of f

∘
. We call the

parameter A > 0 the amplitude. Furthermore, we always
choose zmin ¼ −zmax < 0 and wmin ¼ −wmax to ensure that
the total angular momentum is zero, cf. Eq. (B.23) in [22],
since our code requires that the total angular momentum
vanishes as discussed above.
The amplitude A is chosen such that the ADMmassM of

the initial configuration, cf. Eq. (B.18) in [22], is roughly 1.
This turns out to correspond to supercritical data so that
collapse occurs. The time and length scales are then
naturally given in terms of M. Although our initial
configurations are not perfect ellipsoids they are highly
elongated and we therefore associate the initial data with an
eccentricity e which we define to be

e ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

r2max

z2max

s
:

This is in analogy with the eccentricity of an ellipsoid with
equatorial radius rmax and polar radius zmax.
Due to the large number of phase-space dimensions there

is a vast freedom to vary the initial data. First of all we limit
ourselves to the form of the initial data given by (7) and for
this choice we only consider a few cases. We focus on the
highly prolate case to challenge the Hoop conjecture, and
we always choose rmax ¼ 0.5 and zmax ¼ 4. This gives

eccentricity e ¼ 0.992 which can be compared to the
maximum eccentricity in [5] which is e ¼ 0.95 and to
the maximal eccentricity in [1,4] which is e ¼ 0.9. A direct
comparison is however not possible since the shape of the
initial density is different in our work compared to [1,4,5].
For the momentum variables we distinguish between two
cases. Either we choose the parameters for the momentum
variables v1 and v2 such that the initial data is time
symmetric, i.e., the current vanishes, or we shoot the
particles inward initially to investigate if this has an impact
on the collapse scenario. Naively, the latter case would be a
more severe challenge to weak cosmic censorship.
In addition to the initial data for the density function we

also choose initial data for the fields. We choose trivial data
as in [22], in particular, we do not include any gravitational
wave degrees of freedom “by hand.” Furthermore, we have
to specify the size of the numerical domain and we need to
make it sufficiently large so that the boundary conditions
are satisfied to reasonable tolerance. This issue is not
present in spherical symmetry since in that case the
Schwarzschild solution determines the geometry outside
the support of the matter whereas in the present case the
solution is not explicitly known outside the support of
the matter. Hence, in spherical symmetry it is sufficient that
the numerical grid covers the support of the matter whereas
we need a rather large domain even if matter initially only
occupies a small part of the domain. The size of our
numerical domain is ðr; zÞ∈ ½0; 15� × ½−30; 30�.
We evolve the following families of initial data:
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The datasets ID1 and ID2 are time symmetric whereas in
the case ID3 the particles are shot inward initially. The
difference between ID1 and ID2 concerns the range of the
momentum variable w which is larger in the former case.
We also remark that we have chosen rmin ¼ 0.05 instead of
rmin ¼ 0. This choice slightly improves the momentum
constraints. In view of the initial density function (7) we

note that the amplitude of f
∘
vanishes at r ¼ rmin so that

even if particles were placed at r ¼ rmin ¼ 0 they would

not be noticeable initially due to the choice of f
∘
.

In the Appendix, we present some convergence results
by varying the resolution in phase space and in Sec. VIII we
present the results of our simulations.

VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Qualitatively the properties of the evolved solutions of
the different data in Table I are quite similar. We give a
detailed description of the properties corresponding to these
data below. The evolution of the energy density for each
data is shown in Fig. 5.
An apparent horizon is found using the method outlined

in ([22], Sec. 3.3). Figure 1 depicts the shape of the horizon
roughly when it forms for each initial dataset. We stop the

simulation shortly after an apparent horizon has been found
since we then experience increasing violations of the
constraints and of the mass conservation. In each case
the horizon is mildly prolate.
Polar and equitorial circumference information is pro-

vided in Table II, along with horizon formation time and
mass. By computing the horizon mass by the strategy
outlined in Sec. V we can test the Hoop conjecture by
computing κp and κe given by (6).
We notice that the value of κp in each case is very close

to one (for ID1 κp ¼ 1.00, and for ID3 κp ¼ 1.00).
Interestingly, this feature also holds in a few other cases
(not reported here), which leads us to believe that may be a
general feature. However, for initial data ID2 κp ¼ 1.12.
Since the errors are slightly bigger for this initial dataset (note
the large curvature in Fig. 3) it is possible the discrepancy is
numerical error and that the relation κp ≡ 1 at the time of
horizon formation and for sufficiently prolate initial data still
holds. We are curious to investigate this feature more
carefully in a larger variety of initial data families. In any
case, our result that κp is above 1 by 12% is commensurate
with the results in [5] where κp and κe vary between 0.75 and
1.25. Let us also point out that our results support the inverse
Hoop conjecture for black holes suggested byHod [30] since
maxfκp; κeg ≥ 1 in all our simulations.
Let us return to discuss some other properties of the

solutions. In Fig. 2 the maximum value of the energy
density ρH

3 is shown (left panel). There is a rapid increase
before the apparent horizon forms and it continues to
increase after the formation (not shown) which agrees with
the expectation in gravitational collapse. Figure 2 (right
panel) shows how the minimum value of the metric field α
(the lapse) evolves, and as expected it decreases and
becomes very small when the apparent horizon forms.
Figure 3 shows the maximum of the Kretschmann scalar

(left panel) and scalar curvature (right panel). The evolution
of each quantity exhibits a period of rapid increase
(particularly for ID2), but eventually stabilizes (in the case
of ID3 even decreases), before an apparent horizon even-
tually forms. This bounded behavior of the curvature

TABLE I. The parameter values appearing in (7), except for the
amplitude A, are given in the table. For instance vmin

1 ¼ −0.2 and
vmax
1 ¼ 0.2 for family ID1.

ID Set r z v1 v2 w

ID1 [0.05, 0.5] ½−4.0; 4.0� ½−0.2; 0.2� ½−0.2; 0.2� ½−0.4; 0.4�
ID2 [0.05, 0.5] ½−4.0; 4.0� ½−0.2; 0.2� ½−0.2; 0.2� ½−0.2; 0.2�
ID3 [0.05, 0.5] ½−4.0; 4.0� ½−0.4; 0.0� ½−0.2; 0.2� ½−0.4; 0.4�

FIG. 1. Horizon curves in the (r, z)-plane at the time of apparent
horizon formation for each initial dataset.

TABLE II. The (numerical) time of horizon formation tH , the
horizon mass MH , polar and equitorial circumferences CH;p and
CH;e, and quantities κp and κe as defined in Sec. V for each family
of initial data.

ID Set tH MH CH;p CH;e κp κe

ID1 11.71 1.0 12.57 10.86 1.00 0.87
ID2 9.80 0.99 13.83 10.53 1.12 0.85
ID3 11.30 0.98 12.27 10.58 1.00 0.86

3The notation ρH for the energy density appears in previous
papers on the ð2þ 1Þ þ 1 formalism which is the reason we use
it. Typically we otherwise use the index H for horizon.
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scalars supports the conclusion that no singularities form
before the apparent horizon.
The behavior of the innermost particles (those closest to

the axis) is shown in Fig. 4, which shows the minimum
value of the radial particle position. Initially the innermost
particles move inward, then turn around and move outward
for some time due to the angular momentum that each
particle carries, before finally turning back inward again in
the phase leading to collapse. One notes that the minimum
value is roughly 0.07 and not 0.05 as in Table I. This is
because, due to the initial data profile (7), particles at the

boundary of the support have zero amplitude and are
removed before the evolution.
As is seen in Fig. 5, where snapshots of the energy density

ρH are displayed at different times in the evolution, the
matter configuration changes from a highly prolate shape to
a mildly prolate shape at the time when an apparent horizon
forms. Note that the color scale is logarithmic, and the
“atmosphere” extending outside the “core” of the matter is
thus much thinner than it appears to be. Hence, the matter
configuration can be regarded as consisting of a core and of a
thin atmosphere where the core eventually collapses and
forms a black hole. The atmosphere consists of particles that
are ejected outwards from the core of the matter. It is clear
from the pictures that there is no well-defined boundary of
the core as discussed in Sec. V. That the atmosphere is thin is
confirmed by the mass of the black hole which is less than
but close to the initial mass.
Hence we find that in the evolution of initial data which

could be a potential threat to weak cosmic censorship,
matter drastically changes shape until an apparent horizon
forms which is only mildly prolate and which satisfies the
constraints of the Hoop conjecture. This behavior is similar
to what we found in our previous work [22] where we
challenged weak cosmic censorship by trying to collapse
initial data with total angular momentum jJj > M2. Note
that a Kerr solution with jJj > M2 has a naked singularity.
We found that in the evolution particles were ejected in an

FIG. 2. Left panel: the maximum of the energy density ρH. Right panel: the minimum value of α. These quantities support the
conclusion that no singularities form during the evolution before the formation of an apparent horizon.

FIG. 3. Left panel: maximum value of the Kretschmann scalar. Right panel: maximum value of the scalar curvature.

FIG. 4. The minimum r-coordinate of a particle for each initial
dataset.
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oscillatory phase until the total angular momentum of the
core of the matter, Jcore, satisfied the reverse inequality
jJcorej < M2. Once this happened an apparent horizon
formed and the core collapsed to a black hole saving weak
cosmic censorship, cf. Sec. IV.3.3 in [22].
In conclusion we have found strong numerical support

for both the weak cosmic censorship conjecture and the
Hoop conjecture for solutions of the (regular) axially
symmetric Einstein-Vlasov system.
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APPENDIX: TESTS OF NUMERICAL ACCURACY

In addition to the parameters in Table I we also make
choices of the resolution in phase space. As in [22] we

FIG. 5. Matter density ρH for each initial dataset (top: ID1, middle: ID2, bottom: ID3). The color scale is logarithmic above 10−6, and
differs for each initial dataset. Times are in units of M.

TABLE III. Parameters corresponding to the different resolu-
tions used in the Appendix. Nr, and Nz denote the number of grid
points in each spatial coordinate direction. Nv

1; N
v
2, and N

v
3 denote

the number of particles used in each momentum dimension, with
Nv

3 corresponding to the momentum w.

Resolution Nr Nz Nv
1 Nv

2 Nv
3

R1 350 225 8 8 8
R2 500 320 12 12 12
R3 700 450 16 16 16
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choose the parameters Nr; Nz; Nv
1; N

v
2, and Nv

3, where the
latter corresponds to the momentum variable w in this
work. The number of particles that we evolve in the code
depends on the resolution. In a high-resolution simulation
we evolve a few million particles which is more than, but
comparable to, the number of particles evolved in [4,5].
The number of particles evolved in [1] was 6000.
The ADMmassM and the total angular momentum J are

conserved quantities and it is natural to check the accuracy
of the code by monitoring these quantities. Since the initial
data in all cases studied have total angular momentum
equal to zero this quantity does not reveal much informa-
tion and we leave it out. (Typically jJj < 10−17 in our
simulations.) As described in [22] the momentum con-
straints are not solved in the evolution scheme and it is
essential to monitor the residuals of the constraints to check
the accuracy of the code.
We have done a convergence test for the initial data class

ID1 in Table I with three different resolutions: R1, R2,
and R3. In Table III the choices of the parameters
Nr; Nz; Nv

1; N
v
2, and Nv

3 are given for the different cases.
The ADM mass preservation for the different resolutions is
depicted in Fig. 6. Up to the time tH when an apparent

horizon forms, which in these simulations is roughly at
tH ≈ 11.7, the ADM mass grows slightly but within two
percent. In the case of highest resolution, i.e., resolution
R3, the growth is less than 1 percent up to t ¼ tH. The
residuals for the normalized momentum constraints are
depicted in Fig. 7. In the case of the highest resolution the
error stays below 10% up to time tH. This is comparable to
the convergence results presented in [4,5].
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